
of success Cor all normally constituted men. The essen
tial condition is the right choice of a vocation. It is a 
seriolls question, what, to do with our boys, for it is 
J,ust here that so many fatal blunders are made. The 
�nt or guardian, actuated by the best motives in the 
,wilr,1d, is very apt to lay out a plan of life framed en
M��lyfrom his own point of view, and unmil1dful that 
wlJat:#lJty prove eminently successful in one case may 
�� ,¢.quffillydisastrous in another. And very often the 
�isibuis rendered more difficult by the necessity laid 
1IPon the boy of earning his daily bread as he eats it. 
Theil, too frequently, circumstance usurps the place 
pfdecision, and what should be the result of careful 
�hought IS left to mere accident. Though one be' of 
optimists the most extreme, it is impossible to deny 
that the plan of life pursued by the majority of men 
does not'lead to success. And since this plan, whether 
it be of design or the mischievous fatalistic drifting 
which is no plan, begins when the man-is still a boy, it 
is�in the:boy that our hope for the future lies. How is 
he to b� trained, and his skill and character developed? 

Wf'; are accustomed to believe that demand and sup
ply regulate themselves, but in this very problem of 
the future of our boys, we are brought face to face with 
a curious incongruity. We 
Ilee on the one hand the 
overcrowded professions, 
and hosts of clerks '''ho 
are ready to apply for any 
vacant position, however 
low the salary, while on 
the- other hand we' see a 
market for labor which is 
so far from being glutted 
that its supplies must be 
brought from f o r e i g n  
countries.· But between 
these unequally balanced 
classes, little or no ex
change is possible, for it 
is a characteristic of the 
loiter class that its mem
bers must be able to use 
their hands ,and eyes, .as 
w�lra8the brain, and must 
have a manual dexterity 
sufficient to place them 
among the ranks pi the 
g1'eat industrial army of 
producers. 

this arrangement has necessitated the placing of the 
chaff cutter used in cutting up the rough grass some 
20 feet abovE' the ground. The electrical power is used 
not only for driving the cutting machine, but also for 
elevating the grass to the level of the cutter. Some 
four tons of rough grass are raised and cut per hour 
by this means. The generator, a 16 light Brush ma
chine, driven by a water wheel, is situated a mile and 
a half distant, on the banks of the River Lea; the 
electrical power being transmitted to one of Siemens 
Brothers D 2 type, specially wound to work as a motor 
with the Brush machine. The same source of power 
is also brought into use in working the elevators at the 
various hayricks on the estate. 

.. .  ",. 

Calorimetry with Compre88ed Oxygen. 

With regard to the calorimetric testing of combusti
bles b)! burning them in apparatus like that of Mr. 
Lewis Thompson, MM. Berthelot and Vieille observe; 
in a cOUlmnQj.cation to the Comptes Rendus, that the 
only really' exact process consists in burning the sub
stances in a great excess of compressed oxygen, in 
the authors' calorimetric bomb. The exactitude of 
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NIGHT SKY-JULY AND AUGUST. 
BY RICHARD A. PROCTOR. 

The Great Bear, U1'sa Major, II!! now in the north
west, his paws near the horizon. The Pointers, a and 
(J, direct us to the Pole Star, a of the Little Bear. 
Ursa Minar. A line froll! the Pole Star to the Guard
ians of the Pole is in the position of the minute hand 
of a clock about seven minutes before an hour. Be
low the Little Bear we, see the Camelopard, a little to 
the east of due north. The Dragon, D1'aco, curves 
round from between the Pointers and the Pole, above 
the Little Bear toward the east, then upward to near 
the point overhead, its head, with the bright stars (J 
and y, being highest. Low down in the west we see 
Berenice's Hair, Coma B(fI'enices, and one star of the 
Hunting Dogs, Canes Venatici, is seen in the chartbe· 
tween Coma and the Great Bear. The Herdsma-n, 
Bootes, occupies the midheaven inlithe west, the Crown, 
COTona Borealis, higher up, and due west, Hercules, 
between the Crown and the point overhead. 

-

Low down,extending from the west to near the south
west, we find the Virgin, Virgo, the bright Spica near 
its setting place. In the sciuthwest are the Scales, 
LWra, and father to the left, extending from the Scales 

to low down near the south 
we tind the Scorpion, ScOr
pio, one of the finest of the 
constellations, Antares, the 
rival of Mars (as the name 
means), marking its ,heart. 
Above the Scorpion and 
the Scales are the Serpent 
Bearer, Se1-pentarius or 
Ophiuchus, and the, Ser
pent, Se1-pens, exte�iiin,g 
right across him to near 
the Crown, after which the 
Serpent seems reaching. 

A little east of due south, 
low down, we find the 
Archer, Sagittmius,. in 
the southeast, low down, 
the Sea Goa;, Cap1'icor
nus,. and farther east, and 
lower down, the Watet 
Bearer, Aquarius. Above 
the Sea Goat is the Eagle, 
Aqnila, with the bright 
bluish-white star Altair; 
on its left the pretty little 
Dolphin, Delphinus, and 
above the Dolphin, nearly 
overhead, the Lyre, Lym" 
with the bluish-white star 
Vega (even brighter than 
Altair) nearly overhead. 

Below the Lyre we see 
the Swan, Cygnus, due 
east; and below the Swan 
the winged horse, Pegasus, 
upside iI; ..... -�8 usual. 

:What is wanted to�dlty 
in':t our own country is 
skillAd labor. Education 
inlts highest form is want
ed" but it must be coupled 
with an ability to do some
thing, if it is to gain for 
its possessor any position 
in life. ' It must find some 
mgde of expression;' or the 
world is none the richer. 
Americans are noted for 
their ingenuity, but in how 
feW'has a thorough tech
nIcal education brought 
out its highest powers of 
expression! Here is a field 
which can be heartilyre
cominended to any boy 
who has decided to take 
the reins of !if A in his own 

At 11 O'Clock'July 7 

At lOX; O'Clock July 14 
At 10 O'Clock, July 22 Southern Horizon 

At 9 O'Clock:Aug, 7 
At 8x. O'Clock,Aug, 1-1 
At 8 O'Clock, Aug, 22 

In tlli, � �rthe&8t, 4Mro
meda the lJ�ined La<fJ, 
is rising, her heu"d Illarked I 

by the star a (whieb>, was 
' 

also called 0 of P��ll." 
(The" Square of Pegasus" 
is' formed bY' alof Andro
meda and a, fl, and y of 
Pegasus.) 

At 9", O'Clock July'OO Between the north and 
hliiii'is instead of leaving 
th'em to the caprice of cir
cumstances. If he has a 
taste for the inechanic arts, 

In the map, stars of the first magnitude are eight-pointed; second magnitude, six-pointed; third magnitude, five-pointed; fourth magnitude (a 
few), fonr-pointed; fifth magnitude (very few), three-pointed, counting the points only as shown in the solid outline, without the inter-

northeast is Cas$iopeia. 
the Seated Lady, and 
above her, her husband, mediate lines signifying star rays. 

' 

he;'l1�s a IiIpleridid opportunity for the exercise -of his this method proceeds from the fact that the process 
poWel's.' T,he acquisition of manual dexterity is not of combustion is total and instantaneous. 'Besides 
difficult. It requires little beyond intelligent per- this" the experiment in question requires but one 
sevElrance. But when this skill of hand is onae ac- weighing. The authors declare that combustion un
qrdf�d, it brings' an independence which many a man del' ordinary pressure is seldom, if ever, complete, 
in " �pparently easier circumstances of life might well and leaves some thousandths, or possibly more, of car
ey"" " N<;ll' js Jt dill a_BIt! _lliug Wbieh tbe drawlllgbon monoxide audof hydrogen more orIess carbUl'eted. 
room is apt to picture it. The possibilities open to They claim that their method is, especially applicable 
the skilled worker are almost unlimited. Some new to solid bodies and such as are not volatile, which can 
and;inore e�cellent creation is always possible, and scarcely be burnt satisfactorily by tl;1e old methods, 
from theworkshop the directors of large undertakings even with free oxygen. 
are commonly chosen. It also dispenses with the 'complicated connections 

.... .. necessitated by the use of chlorate of potash. MM . 
Berthelot and Vieille have made a great number of 

,A.n Electrical Silo Cutter. determinations by their method, operating with oxy-
We pave before had occasion to place on record the, gen compressed to 24 atmospheres in a �� •. ririleter 

workdo�e by Ineans of electricity at Hatfield, both at containing 1'800 kilos. of water, and with ntity 
the ,Marquis of Salisbury's house itself and 011 the es- of material capable of raising the 'temperatitre about 
tate. In addition to the various operations of light- 2° C. The material is compressed into the form of 
ing, pumping, pile driving, weed cutting in the river, small pastilles, and placed upon a piece of dished 
and others, Ij,nother application of the power has just platinum foil, with a spiral of iron wire weighing 
been perfected by Mr. Shillito, the reilident electrician 0'018 gramme suspended above it. The oxygen is not 

' pr, the estate, one which, as far as our experience goes, previously dried. When the arrangement is complete, 
.�. quite novel. Ensilage is being stored on a .large the iron wire is rendered incandescent by a momentary 
��le for the use of stock at one of the farms, where, electri\{ connection, and at once takes fire and ignites 
f9rtflie purpose, some of the old farm buildings have the ml)-terial to be tested. The latter burns instantane
h�,('I'I-�(lnverted into·silos. This. year it has been decided ously, without a trace of smoke, carbonic oxide, or hy
to-Cfiii.fiihe green food

' 
before pla.cing ill the silo, and drocal'bon gases, 
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King Cepheus. And last
ly, Perseus is just rising, between the nQlihand north
east. 

',.! ",. 

Th� Telephone oC 1664. 

And rus glasses have highlY,promoted our st'eing, so 
'tis not improbable, but that there may be foundinany 
mechanical inventors to iml?fove 'our other sen��, of 
hearing, smelling, tasting, to11ehing. 'Tis not impo!,si
ble to hear a whisper a furlong's d.istance, it havtng 
been already done; and perhaps the nature of,tpe 
thing would not make it more impossible, though that 
furlong should be ten times multiplied. And though 
some famous authors have affirmed it impossibteto 
hear through the thinnest plate of Muscovy glass" yet 
I know a way by which it is easy enough to hear o,ne 
speak through a wall a yard thick� It has not yet been 
thoroughly examined how far Otocousticons may be 
improved, nor what other ways there may be of quick
ening our hearing, or conveying sound through other 
bodies than the air; for that is not the only medium. I 
can assure the reader that I have, by the help of a dis
tended wire, propagated the sound to a very consider
able distance in an instant, or with as seemingly quick 
a motion as that of light, at least, incoIriparably swifter 
than that, which at the same time was propagated 
through the air; and this not only in a straight line, 
or direct, but in one bended in many angles.-li'rom 
works oj Robert Hooke, puolished in 1664. 
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